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l?rom theoretical reasonmg, in connection dth the load 
cm a wing mth one cylmckical body at one end (Reference 7), 
it has been suggcstoa to replace equalxon (49) for the 
cffcctivc aspect ratlo of The -ring-body cmbinatxon by the 
follomng rclazmn:- 

*e 
T- = I+; 

Vxth this relation, &e theoretxcal estjmates obtained from 
the present method a@ee well mth experimental resuJ.ts, as 
shorn in an unpubl~shcd report by Spence and Holford. 
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by 

D.2. Hartley, B.A. 

The effeot of Tip-tanks on sparnse lift dx'cribuzlons 1s uwesrl- 
gated theoretically for The case of minunun induced drag in ucompressiblc 
potential flov. 

tozal 
TS.t10 

Charts enabling rajju3 eswnatlon of the ohanges Ll span loadings, 
lifts and udxced drags are presented for a pracbxal range of the 
of rank dlsmczer TO ?w.ng span. 

It 1s shovn ho+ zhe resdts may be applied approximately to W.ngs 
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1 Introauot~on 

At the present tame a consx3erable amount of attention 1s bang given 
to the problems assocxated wxth the carrlage of external stores such as 
fuel tanks and, amongst other aerodyxamx effects, lt has been observed 
thab tip-tanks give rise to luge increments xx lxft. The present paper 
provides e. method of estzmating the magnitude and spanwIse distabut~on of 
such xxrements. 

The calculatxons relate to wags wxthout camber or twist and fItted 
with tie equal, circular-cylxndrxcal lap-tanks sltxated symmetrxally with 
respect to the plane of the wing. 

IncompressIble potenta& flow 1s assumed and only the case of -mum 
mduced drag (with the tip-tanks x? posItIon) 1s consxdered - that x, the 
calculations strxtly refer to nne partxular set of planforms, 

The problem 1s attacked by the method developed by M,M. Ml&' 
L. Frandtlz and E. Trefftz3 and adx)pted by W. Mangler&5 in his xo?& on 
aerof'oils with endplates. 

It 1s assumed that the velocity a1 Vo Induced at the acrofoll by the 
trawling vortices is constant, and that the vortex sheet far behind the 
aerofoil moves downwards with a constant velocity ~7~. The lift forces 
are deduced ?n sectxon 4 from the velocity potential on the vortex sheet 
far downstream =n terms of vD and the relationshIps between c~rcula'aon, 
induced. Incidence and lift-curve slope existing on the aerofoll serve to 
determme vm. Calculation of the potent=1 fun&Ion fox downstream is 
essentially the problem of finding the two-dxmensional flow past a solid 
boundary shaped 1Ike a cross-seotxon of the vortex sheet. Conform31 trans- 
formations enabling this to be done u the present case were found (section 
2) to be already existing xn a report d by I.E. Garrxk on the potentxa.1 flow 
about biplane aerofoils and. ln 7l. Mangler's work435 on aerofoxls with 
endplates. 

A problem closely related to the present one - the loa.&ng on a recxc 
fuselage and fin, whxh for small values of the ratlo of fuselage diameter 
to fxn span may be looked upon as a wing with one tip-tank - &+s been solved7 
by J. veber, concurrently with the pesent work. Here agan the hum 
induced drag problem has been studied; there 1s little likelxhond that non- 
azmum solutions xx11 be forthcoming for ather probltim. H. MuJthopp's 
general solution of the loading on a. wu&g with a fuselage (extended8 by 
J. Weber to take sweepback Into account) is a part~aular case 1n whxh a 
transformation could be used leading to boundary condltxons exactly the same 
as those for a wing alone; stilar cases ~111 obviously not occur 
frequently. 

The possibilities of applying the present solutxons to wings of axbl- 
trary planform, mcluding low aspect ratlo and sweep, are discussed m 
section 6. 

A numerical procedure, suitable for pxactxal applications of the 
results, is outlined m section 7 and Table I. 

2 Conformal Transformations 

In the physxal space, a. rectangular co-ordinate system x,y,z 1s 
taken; x is measured m the free strean dxectlon, y to starboard and 
.z vertxally downwards. 

A wing is considered which has a span b , mean chord ? and aspect 
ratio A, together wxth tip-tanks which are basically cxxxiLar cyl~dcrs 
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of duudxx- D. The wing 1s assumed thin, with no csmber or twist end of 
a plsnform such as to give mxCmum induced drag when xn conJunctIon with 

'the tanks. Fig.1 shows a wing with tip-tanks and a part of the downstream 
vortex system. fig.2 s.h~s a oross-sectIon of the vortex sheet far down- 
s'cresm, perpendxxlsr to the stresm direotlon, and it 1s deswed to cal- 
culate the potentIds on this surface when It moves downwsrds mt.h velocity 
-JDW. As a step towsrds this goal, the flow must fust be obtaued for a 
stresmin 
In Pkg.3 t 

motion past the stationsry obaect. The state of affairs is shnwn 
4. Snce the ~tential function for this motion is not kxwwn, 

conformal transformations must be made until a shape 1s obtained for vduch 
the potential function of the corresponding flow is available. 

The transformations are in two main groups: the first group, which 
1s taken from a report.6 by 1.5. Gsi-rxk, trwdonns the shape of fig.3(1) 
in that corresponding to a wing.wlth endplates (fig.3(11)), and the second 
group, transformatxons of Vi. Msngler495, conv~tisthe aerofod-endplates 
cotiiguration Into a straqht lzne (Fig.J(xii)). A parallel strem at 
infuCty in the physxal plane becomes the flow due to a &xblet on the 
sxis in the fxnal stage of the transformations. 

Tne complex co-ordinate ZY 1s used in the transformed planes where 

'in the physic&L plane the corresponding oo-erdjnate is C where 

c. = z + .=y . 

In the figures showug the vsr~ous planes, corresponding points are denoted 
,by the same letter but with approprxate suffxes. Geometrical proportions 
have been maintained roughly bekeen Fxgs. 4 and. 7 and betieen figs. 8, 9 
and 10. 

The transformations will now be described briefly, with some attention 
being paid. to polnts'sriszng out of the= psrticdar applxation to the 
present problem where the tank dzwmeter 1s small compared with the wing 
SW. A list of the symbols is given at the begwning of the Repxt. 

(i) By the transformation 

the whole of the Z-plane (Fxg.J+) external to thg cwoles K and K' 1s 
transfo~ed into the s.nnuJar region between two concentric czrcles K, 
sna 5 m the q-plane (Fig.5). 

The derwation of the trsnsfomtion xay be understood if, m the 
~-plane, the &roles K and K' are considered members of a coawal 
system of circles mth limiting points at Q md Q' andIf Q and Q' 

and are close to the centres 0 and 0' of K and K'. 



Any pomt UI the Z-plane may then be wrItten 

z = 16 
2+1y = 1s+pe = - 1.3 + p’ T? 16’ 

and so from equation (1) 

Usmg polar co-or&mates (r,, 6,) with the origin at y, = 0 

and r, = +, 9 
= 61-6. (31 

Thus the cosxxal cucles PI/p z constant become the concentrx cuxles 
r, = constant m the Cq-plane am3 the orthogonal system of circles (such 
as P I" E"' P"') are transformed mto the stmlght lmcs 
(e.g. Pj P,U' P," P,l). 

e, = constant 

In psrt~cular for the circles K and K' 

where s = cash -1 

and the points C and E, 
5 and q 

vert1ca11y above and below 0, transform mto 
on Kj at 

(id By the tmnsformation 

the whole of the L,-plane 1s mapped onto =an mfmite number of strips of 
wdth 271 and parallel to the imagimmy axx m the $,-plane (Flg.6). The 
region external to the cu?cles K, and m the c-plane becomes a ret- 
tangul~ region on each of these stmps. ttentmn ~111 be confmed to the 
strip of the q-plane behveen the 11~s Z2=*7T. 

Smce 



Thus the concentric cucles r, = constsnt =n the q-plxxe become straight 
lines parallel to the real axis x.n the $-plsne and the strught lxnes 
8, = constant remain straqht 1~~s psrallel to the mg-y axis. 

The point at dinity 1; the z-plane, vhxh corresponds to H., (L, = s) 
m the ?$-plane, is transformed mto the orxgm H2 ln the G-plane. 

(xi) By the transformation * 

3 = - 2 [Z(?+) + Z(?+ + 2iD)] - i (7) 

the rectangulsr region in the &-plane whxh corresponds to the region 
external to K and K' In the z-plane is transformed into the whole of 
the $-plane external to the figure 
the z3-axis (fig.7). 
mations corresponding to fig.j(d): 

A3B3CzD3E3F3Gz ardent; ;;k&~;~~ 
Thus is <he end of he fu-s 

the shape of a section through the 
trading vortex system of s. wzng with tip-tsnks has been transformed into 
the corres~nding shape for sn aerofoil with endplates. 

The relationshps between pxnts in the ?$ snd ~3-planes are as follovcs: 

?+ = - 2[Z(l?$) + z(z+ + 21P)] - I. 

h2>y2) = - 
sinh z T \ 

LL 

-L&Mm 
+2 I3 

2(cosh y2 -cos z2) 
cos(m2) sinh(my2) 

P,=l In=1 

* Z is an elliptic function of the first kind, the zeta-function of .Jacohi 
and Hermite, and Its expansxn is given later in section (iii). 
**It would appesz that In Ref.6 algebraic errors have aruen ln the eqrss- 
sions for M snd N in passug frbm equation (23) to equation (25). TIX CCPIXS- 
sions quoted above differ from those of equation (25) of Ref.6 in having the 
factor 2 in front of the xnfinite series terms snd XL having a positzve szgn 
XI front of the first term in the expression for M(z2,y2). 
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and the pomt H2, the ongm of the +pla.ne, becomes the pomt at 
infmxty m the <3-plane. 

Ia the tank sne tends to zem (2D/b + 0, B *co) the ycxtio of the 
mfuute series terms to the other terms m the exprcssims for ~3 ad 

also tend to zero, the senn-hei&t of the endplate tends to D/s mu? 
k extreme pomts C3 and E3 con-espord exactly to the pants C and. E. 

For tanks of funte exe we may write 

N$Y& = 
s1n z2 

2(cosh y2-cos 22) 
+ 2e-4' SU-I z2 cash y2 + 

Nb2,y2) = - 
sinh z2 

2(cosh Y2 -cos z2) 
+ 2e-@ cos x2 cash Y2 

where the thizd tennwxll always be aegllgible but where 
may need to be considered. 

the second term 

For the maxmum size of +nk taken in the numerical work of this report, 
the first terms of the scnes (the second terms m equation (II)) contribute 
O.& and -0.96 to the endplate haght and m.nz senu-span respectmely. For 
tanks equal m diameter to the senn-span, the values would stxll be only 
2.9% cana -5.!$. Cond:t~ons are not very different therefore from th2 luai- 
ting case 2D/b .a 0 am3 m Figs. l+ and 7 the pomts C and C3 six &mm 
ITI posItions whxh stmctly only cormspoml to each othm m the lmting 
case. 

(e 
-8k3 

+ 0 
+ 2y2 

1 

(iv)* The transformation 

transforms one half of the ?' -plane 
2 

(Fig?8) mto the whole of the $-plane 
(Fig.9) XI such a way that t e pomts H3 
the pout H4 

at mfunty on the z3-am.s beuw~ 
at minus-mfirnty on the yL-axx and the en+late 1s tram- 

formed into a pmabolx xx. 
- 

then 
y4 = y32-z32, =4 = 2y3z3 . (131 

Thus the length A4 E$ remans equd to the length A3 B3 whilst the 
vertical didLance CJ+ B4 1s 2% where Q 1s the length C3 B3. 

~-----.--...-. ~- 
*The tmmsformations (iv), (v) anci (VI) ddfer m form from W. Xanglm's 
trmsfomtionsLL,5 owing to a negative rotalam of all axes through %/2. 
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Before the next transformation is made, the p~a~?abol~c arc C4 E4 is 
approxmated by an sro of a circle passing through C4, D4 Land E4 vmth 
its centre at [O, - i(1 +%*/2)]. The error in thm approxim.tion 1s 
small for the sue of tanks taken in the calculations of thm report, but 
for krger tanks, say *D/b > 1, * further cons~dcrat~on must be g=ven to 
it. ! 

(v) The transformation 

(14) 

transforms the cucle xn the 
C5D5E5 is a part, in the $-p ans (Eg.10). Y- 

plane u&o-a strught lz.ne, of whxh 

By separating equatzon (14) mto real adi uxaginary puts, 

z4 = 
(3+q2)(4+Ko2) 25 

(4+Ko2-y5)2 + 252 

Y4 = 
(3+Ko2) IY+4+Ko*-Y$ - +I 

’ (4+Ko2-y5)* + s5* 
(15) 

In particular B5 = I. 

C5 = i-2 !h (3+Ko2) 

and the point H4 at -iw ln the ?&-plane beaxnesthe poxnt H5 at 

iC4+%*) in the %-plane. 

(VL) By the transformations 
, 

? = l-~g--$FJ 

for y6 < g?, I.e. along m 

for y6 > -IL , 1.e. along l?G 
g1 

.- ~. 
* Such cases may arise in the application o-' the method to the problem of 4 
wings with nacell.es (see se&Ion 8). 
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Z%-the figure 
plane x.s transformed mto the upper half of the ZG-plane (Fr~~.ll) 

A5B5C5D5E5F5G5 becomes a part nf the y6-a.ns. 

!Phe relatxonshlps (16) are ampler than those given 4 5 by VI Mmglm , 
owing to the synmti-y of our 'endplates' vnth regard to the ~~~gnxzcy a.i.z~ 
and since the endplates are always at the tips of the wmgs. 

me CoefflcLLents g, and g2 are relater3 to each other by 

and to the endplate haght by 

The oonstant go TLS then obtamable from 

3 + Ko2 = (19) 

In any particular calculation, Ko is known from the fmst three 
tmnsfomt~ons, so equations (17) and (18) must be solved by tnd and 
error for g, and. $52 and smilarly vrlth equation (19) for g, . 

From the relatiomh%ps (16) It may be shown that comespon%ng pomts 
on the upper and lower surface of the figure 
in the Z&-plane by 

A5B5C5D5E5F5G5 are related 

The point at infmity in the <-plane 1s transformed into the pomt % 
on the umgimxy axis at ye = 1. 

The Z&-plane 1s the last stage of the transformations smc~ it is 
possible to write down the potentml fuactlon for the flow which 1s obtaned 
m this plane. 
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3 The Potential 

The potentml function @ 1s requued for the trading vortex system 
(JTig.2) far behmd the aerofod movmg &wnwsrds mth velocity vm in a 
stresm whxh ~.s ur&stwzbed at mfm~ty. It will be calculated as the sun 
of MO parts: 

Cd q. The potentul function of a flow of velocity -vm at 
mfmlty, streaming past the statmmry form of the vortex sheet. 

(4 @g The potentul function due to a uniform stresm of velocity 
VW weryw 6x-e. Thu second part 1s smply the superposItIon of a constant 
velocity onto the flow fleEi (i) so that the vortex sheet 1s given xts ver- 
txal velocity snd the stresm at infmlty 1s brought to rest. 

$1 1s cslculable from the transfomtions of sectIon 2, '@ my be 
written down limea1ate1y. 

Calculation of @2 

The potentml function for a stream of velocity vm wallel to the 
real s.xm in the Z-plane 1s 

Calculation of a, 

In section 2 it 1s shown that m gong from the Z- to the g-plane 
the orIgina bound&?y transforms mto a straight lme whxh 1s part of the 
ye-axx vhdst the pomt at mfmxty transforms mto the pomt q on the 
ypxl.s. 

In the c-plsne, the flow to be consxkred is a parallel one at infYmty 
in the direction of the negative real Lax~s and xtvnll be shown that zhx. 
transforms solely mto the flow due to a doublet s.t % wxth Its axis 
coincident mth the magmary axis. 

Consder the flow m the G-plane near Z = co; its potential functxon 
is 

In trsnsformmg to the $-plane via equations (I), (5) and (7) 

so that 

(23) 
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where 

and hence 

In the <-plane the conditions to be satmfxd wem that there should 
be a parallel f%w at mfimty and that the shape of tne cross-sectmnof the 
trading vortex system shald be a. streamline. Tine equation for this flow 
could not be written down inmediately exoept for tk rcglon at mfmity 
(equaaon (22)) and thus tmnsfomtions were necessary. The state of 
affairs reached =n the ?&,1ZkW 1s a satmfactory one smce the tm.nsfoPnd 

boundary (part of the y~-ax~s) is pa-t of a streamline of the dollblet flm. 
Thus lt engenders no ddxrbances of the pure doublet flow and equation (25) 
which was derived for the mglon clxze to G = 1 1s vald for the whok 
of the Q-plane. 

The complete potentml function is thus 

(26) 

and the velocity potmtml 6 for points on the vortex surfCux 256 - n .L!: 
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4 !che Lift 

4.1 Relatlonshps between potential, lift and cuculation 

At any span~~se posItion on the wing-tsnk arrangement, the lift load* 
TLS given by 

4nd since 

then 

and the cuculation 1s 

Thus the load dlstrlbution and cuculat1on sre related directly to the 
bfference in potent&Q between corresponbng pouts on the upper snd lower 
surfaces of the vortex system far downstream. 

i%om eqmtlons (20), (27) ma (28) 

so that the spanw.se load dutribution 1s calculable from the transforma- 
tions In terms of VW, 
far downstresm. 

the rate of vertical descent of the vortex sheet, 

4.2 Determination of V~ 

In order to obtain the magnitude of the loads the value of vw m,,st 
be found. Nothuig can be said about vzw from consideration of the flow 

*In this report the tsnks are assumed to be very long and attentlcn is 
restricted to that part of thew 1Q't =n the neighbourhood of the wing. In 
practice there are forces on the noses and tails of the tanks owing to the 
flow components across them; because of' the downwash behind the wing and 
the presence of boundary layers the downloads on the tails, which erectly 
balance the uploads on the noses for isolated tanks in potentI& flow, are 
reduced, so that a net lift load results. !lkis effect 1s ducussed in 
cornection with fuselages In Ref.5 and equations (34) and (35) of that 
report may be used. to estimate it. It must be remembered that those 
equations apply to one fuselage whilst m the present znstance there sre 
two tanks. 
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far dcwnstream but It can be related to the educed uxdence at the wing 
which may be d&e-d from the boundary ccnckticns cn the Wang. 

vm and the xncluced uxxdence q a-e related to each other by 

(30) 

where OI is a 'downwash factor' varpng from cne for wings of very large 
aspect rat10 to two for wings of very small aspect ratio.* 

At the wing the effective ucidence u.e(y) is composed of the gec- 
metrical incidence u., the uduced uxu!lence 
mcidence Aa~(y) due to the tanks. 

Cfi, SJX~ ZCI additacnal UpTJaSh 
!P.hu last ad&ticnal inadence 1s prc- 

duced by the flow component aVc of the mainstream perpendxular to the 
axes of the tanks (see lbg.12) -nd 1s qute dutxct from the u5luence 
whxh the tanks have cn the trail- vortex system. 
is dealt with m the Appentix. 

Estimat~cn of AaT 

me effective Incidence is given by the relatunship 

se(y) = a + Aa&) - LX= (3?) 

and the local lift cceffxient 1s 

where a(y) is the sectional lift-curve slope. However, the ciroulat~on 
1s alreafiy known from equation (29) and the local lift may also be apressed 
in terms of this:- 

cr, by equation (30) 

(33) 

Eliminating CL from equations (32) and (34) gives sn expression for the 
local chcrd 

* Some discussion of UI will bc found in sectzcn 6.1. 
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from whxh the partxxitsr minmum planforms implied by the method are cal- 
culable when a1 is known. 

Integration of equation (35) leads to sn xnplxit relationstip for ai 
in terms of known qwntlties; for by defirution 

whence from equalxon (35) 

In general thx equation can be solved numerically for A in terms of % 
but since, in pmctxe, A is Im.own snd. ai 1s required a process of 
successive approximation will be neoessary and will involve considerable 
numerical computation. However for strax.ght vn.ngs a(y) is constant along 

the spsn snd r(Y) b anti A+Y) sre both functions of D/b so that s. 

vz.m~~ 
set of integrations cm be made for F in terms of 'i/a =a D/b OI-JY. 

From this a chart may be prepared relating '1,'~ to D/b and wf ; 
this has been done and. appears s.s Ekg.13. 

'Ike possibility of applyng thus chart generally is discussed in 
sectIon 6. 

4.3 Ekpressions for local and. overall loads 

Cnce Lli has been fmed m value? k+ L.S given by k ai and. the 
VO 

local and overall loads are tiasdy det ermined from equation (33) snd Its 
integrated forms. BY ev=tim (33), 

(37) 

and k-kegrations over the mng se-pan, the tank snd the whole semi-span 
lead respectively to 
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kT = A+.JT 
0 

where 

JW = 

For an xmlated ellipt~calwing the value of J is 

(38) 

(39) 

Combining equation (37) with the first equation (38) gives the shape 

of the load dukribution on the wing and tanks: 

Some eamples of wing loads are gxven m Figs. 16 md 17, and of 
tank loads 3.n figs. 16 and 19. 

Ihvdxng the fust two equations (38) goes the ratm of the loads 
on the tanks and. on the wmg 

E 
IJT JT m=- 

% Jw 
(41) 

whxh 1s a faction of Db only and is shown m Flg.15. 

The function Jv, is shun in Eg.14; JT and J are derivable from 
Figs. 14 and 15. 

5 The Induced Draq 

It is necessary only to consder the changes XI vertxxil momentum and 
energy of the stream in passing fret fsr u&&ream to far duwnstrc~ of the 
wing. Assume that a cross sectxonal area S' of air 1s gz.ven a constant 
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vertical velocity v% far downstream (see p.190, reference 9 ); a mass 
of a2.r poVoS is ufluenced by the wing-t&c arrsngement every second snd 
the equations of momentum snd energy sre 

?d = p"vos'.v& 

D.ivo = p. v. S' , $ VW* 

so that 

In terms of lift coeffxlent -%, by equation (36) 

(42) 

Since J for a wing mth tanks 1s always greater thsn for the isolated 
wing, its induced drag at a given total lift is always smaller. For sn iso- 
lated elliptic -g (whxh is Got exxtly the same as the uolated wxng to give 
minW jrduced drag in conjunction %rith tsnks) JE = x/'2 and the expression 
T ray be looked upon in some respects as sn effective aspect ratio (this 
concept will be used later, see section 7). 

b The effects of low aspect ratio, non-minimu plsnforms and sweepback 

6.1 Low aspect ratio 

Theoretical work on wing loaduxg has in the past been mostly confzned 
to wings of large or very small aspect ratios, the downwash at the wing bezng 
taken in the one case equal to a hslf of that at infinity snd in the other 
equal to the whole of it. !l!he b.70 have now been linked '0 by the concept of 
sn induced incxlence factor W, varying f?rom one to ho, by D. Kiichemann. 
In this way the usual equations relating lift, effective incGlence, induced 
drag et cetera, which are derived under the assumptions of large aspect ratio, 
sre enabled to retain the ssme form for the whole range of aspect ratio from 
sero to infinity. The expressions for co and a will be found in sectioa 7. 

In connection with the present problem it will usually be true that the 
aspect ratio of the bound-vortex system on the tanks is much smaller thsn 
that on the wing, implyxng different values of W. 
(36) refers only to conbtions on the wing, 

However, s-e equation 
vb will not depend on the value 

of cu for the tanks; furthermore, the loads on the tig snd. tsnk sre depen- 
dent on vB but not on u (equation (36)) so that the aspect ratlo of the 
tank does not enter into the muumum-uduoed-drag problem. This happy state 
of aff&s is somewhat xllusory, shce some of the lift on the tanks is occur- 
ring further forwards than that on the wing so that its induced dudwash has 
almost reached the full value at the wing; thus the assumption of constant 
induced velocity fsr ciownstream 1s Incompatible with the asswnption of constant 
induced velocity at the wing. In other wor& the shape of the vortex sheet 
(even neglecttig any rolling up of the sheet) will change as it moves down- 
stream. !l'his effect would not be expected to cause large errors in the present 
application, snd no attempt is made to t&e it into account. 
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6.2 Non-minimm planforms 

If comparisons are made 'between the local lift coefficxents and the 
load distributions of isolated plaxn wings, it is found that the former 
vsry widely between wings of differing planforms whilst the latter are 
never fsx from being elliptxal - the load dzstribution for mnimum induced 
arag, Henoe in applying the present results to non-minxmum plsnf'orms, it 
migW be expected. that the additional loads due to the tanks wdl apply 
with fair accmacy, but not so the ad&B lift coefficients. 

The particular planforms to which the calculations apply are given by 

which is another form of equation (35). The loads on these wings VrIthout 
tanks may be obtained by the normal methods (e.g. by Ref'.ll), or If less 
acouracy may be tolerated the load distribution on an elliptx wing may be 
assum& &me lzght on such an a~roximationwill be shei~by 
exsmple in the next section. 

6.3 Sweepback 

The aonnnan t effect of sweepback is9 to cause increases in the set- . tiona.1 lift curve slope near to the tips and decreases in it over zne rest 
of the wing, especxXLly near to the centre. 

Local values of a could be introduced into equation (36) - values 
appropriate to the real wing being considered - snd the equation solved by 
an x.teration process for each partxulsx exemple. Suoh a procedure is 
tedious snd should be avoided if possible so it LS proposed that a mean 
value of a be used* (for large aspect ratio this is taken as &J c2ws 99, 
~.n which case the results x.n Fig.13 stall apply. This approximation implies 
achangein ai and hence in the level of the loads on the wing-tank 
arrangement, but no change in the shape of the load distribution (equation 
(&.O) 1s independent of a). Since, however, a. different basic dng is 
implied. (equation (J+&)) these statements do not neoessarily apply to the 
additional loads. 

To obtain some idea of the magnities Involved in the approximation 
some calculations have been made relevant to a straight tapered vrmg of 59O 
sweepback and aspect ratio 3.61 (this is the wing of the worked example in 
reference II) with tip-tanks of diameter 0.15x semi-spm. 

Span loadings have been calculated for minimum wing-tank confxgurat~ons 
[2D/b = 0.15, A = 3.611 under the assumptions of (i) a mean value of .a 
and (ii) local values of a as for the real wing. They have also been 
obtained I'O~ the isolated dngs implied by the minti '&-duoed-drag condition. 

Fig.20 shows the results for constant a. The pldorm assumed is 
not far from being ellipttial, nor 1s its loading. 

*The same approxjmation in connectlon with swept wings with endplates 12 

gives satisfactory agreement with experimental results. 
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Flg.21 shows the results m.kh vaymg a. The planfom is almost 
ellxptical except over the mbosrd 4Vy of the semi-span and the load 
dutrlbution on thx wng alone 1s close to that on the real wing (i.e. 
the strs.x&t tapered wmg). The value of u.= obtamed from equation (36) 
using local a. 'values 1s 1% less-than when a is kept constant. However, 
the same is roughly true for the i~~@~ed xolated wings and from Fig.22 it 
is seen that the differences beixe%n the additional lo&& calculated by the 
ho ne%cfls are very sm.ll. 

;'oz coqarison, there 1s mcltied m Fig.22 the dx?ference m load 
betrree~~ ttie mnimum arrangement for constant a snd the corresponding 
zolated elliptxalwing. The or&x- of accwxcy given bytbis very soft 
apF?oxmate m&ho6 may be suffxient for most appluatxons; the errors 
involvd. ml1 of course decrease~m$h tank size. 

Kg.23 shows the local loads and lift coeffxients on the realving 
and OX-I the real wing with tanks The adhtional loads have been taken frown 
the a = constant calculation. 

The conclusions to be drawn from the example are:- 

(a) It ~~11 be suffxxently accurate in practxe to use a mesn value 
of the sectional lift-curve slope, snd 

(b) 1-L may be necessary, where loge tanks are concerned, to work out 
the loading on the w.ng alone i@zed by the calculations in order-to obtax 
accwate estimates of the clmtributlon of the additional load. 

Some of the numerical work mvolved in the example will be found m 
Zable I. 

7 Calculation Froceclme 

!L'he method of calculation ~~11 ne outlined for examples m vhxh it is 
assumed to be su?ficiowtly accurate to t,ake <an slliptical~~ng alone as 
datm. (see section 6 for a duvxxsslon of' the accuracy in doing this); some 
numerical results for such an cwle are given ln Table I. 

In any partuwlsr applicatiw the tiovm quantltles are wug aspect 
ratlo A, the mean sweepback of the half-chord lxne v, the thickness-' 
chord ratio t/c and the tank dxxxter as a tiaction of the wmg senn-SF 
~~/II . 

In order to &termine T %/a from Fig.13, the parmeter L!L% must be 
2xA 

calculated, for whxh purpxes the following expressxons* of D. Eichemann 
may be wed: 

*!!'hese will appew shortly m Ref.10. 
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where 

h-7) 

In these expressions e. 1s a sectional lift c-e slope g=ven by 

where K is a factor depending on Reynolds number, equal to about 0.92 for 
R= 2 x1Q6 and equal to 1.00 for novvx3zous flow. The equasions also 
include an effsct1ve aspect rat10 Ae which 1s introduced from the phsyxd 
reasonxng that u and a are dependent on the kstribution of vorticity 
over the wing and tanks rather than the geomctruxl aspect ratio of the vkig. 
Ae 1s taken arbitrarily the ssme as the effective aspect ratlo to g=ve the 
correct uduced drag (see section 5), that is 

Owing to the different effective aspect ~a.+~~os of the wug with tsnks 
and the xolated. ellIptica wxngs, it 1s necessary to derive valuz of 
z for both of them (see Table I). 

Values of ui/ct are read from Flg.13 and i $!2 calculated from 

equation (30). 
0 

&era11 lift coeffxients on the wing lath tanks and the v-g alone 
are given by equations (38). 

!The mean lift coefficient on the tanks is obtained from that on the 
CLT wing and the value of 7 
%T 

read from ~ig.15. [N.B. i?LT sna all mea 

lift coefficients are made non-dimensuxul. with the wmg area.] 

The distributions of the loads on the wmg and. tanks are obtaxnable m 
the form E snd cL c 

&V- (CL C)J, 
from figs. 17 and 19 rmpcctxvely anil these 

may be compared with the values for the isolated elliptxc w.ng afixr con- 
-mrs~on into coeffmimts of the form Qlc - by appropriate multip1tiation.s. 

ac 

Thus the dd~t~onal loads due to tanks are given by 

(49) 
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whxh my 3e added m The loafi dismibution on the actual mn& alone, 
estmated by one of the usual methods (e.g. by Ref*lO). ~OCs.1 lift 
coefficients are fmally derived by d~vuXn~ the load coeffwxnts by 
the C/i2 values of The real zmg. 

The fust three transfonnax&ms of secmon 2 xgecher Trizh V. ?im.gler's 
transfomat=on& for wrings T-rrch Inboard e&plates could be used 50 obtain 
span loadmgs on Vrmgs :Tith nacelles. 
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Estunatxn of AaT 

The 'C&C upwash IIICI&DC~ q oan only be conveniently calculated 
for GU-cular cylindrxca.1 tanks whxh extend CI long way ahead and behuCi 
of the wing and this is the only ease whxh ~111 be considered, Smce 3.n 
practice ',&se conktions will not generally be fulfilled, the %&in?&& 
loads Inay be too large. At the same the, there are reasons to believe 
that a very short length of cylinder 1s stifxient to give local two- 
cluwnsional condxtions close to the surface, where the effects are most 
mtense, and so the errors 11~01ved mxy not be great. 

Assunnng the tanks have no inadence relative to the wing, whuh x 
ILrIclIned at an angle a to the mauxtream, there ~~11 be 8 velocity com- 
ponent aVo perpendxular to the axes of the tanks, g~vu~g rxe to uu-eased 
vertical velocities 111 the 
ta-k-mng Jan&Lone (Fig.12 7 

lane containing the wing, especxlly near to the 
. The distrxbutlon of this veloaty may be esta- 

mated from the lxo-Climens~.on.al flow of a parallel stream at ufiruty past 
two cxrcles, the undisturbed stream dxrection being perpendaxlw to the 
line of centres of the CJI-cles. The problem is that of fudug the velocity 
distrlbu?aon along AB in Fig.& when B is no longer a soled boundary. 
Transfo?ma.tions as far as the $-plane only need be considered, where the 
cucles have become straight lxncs coincident with streamlines. 

AlOIl& A.B, .z = 0, 
velocity aVo 

z2 = ?I and m transformwg to the <3-plane a 
aL ufinxty ~.n the physxal plane becomes a veloaty s.a.Vo. 

Hence 1: mq be shown that the velocity along AB is given by 

T?ilcXV 
w z - s.avoz,j 

a2 - 2s -.- 
az s* - 3 

an?‘ 

Jz.?.= ' + 1 

% 1 + cash y2 1 + cash (~2 + 2i3) 

&.~rn=w 

-4 
11 

m(-l)m ee4'& cash y2 + cash (~2 + 2F3) . 

8~1 m=? I 

Alternatively, sxnce the tanks are far apart compared with their 
&meters, an approxuxate estxmate may be made by sunply adding the velo- 
cities at my given point due to each cylinder separately. The apross~on 
for 9 is then 
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TABLE1 

Data: 

cmera11 loadsm 

-ins. (30),(38) 

Specmen calculation 

A = 3.61, q = 55', 2D/b = 0.15 

t/c = 0.14, R = 2 x 106. 

Elliptic m.n,e alone 

JE = A.574 

+ = 27c x 3.45 

VC? = 53.30 

Lo = 1.021 

s. = 4.19 

3% = 0.189 
27&i 

5 
a 

= 0.275 

GE 
- = 3.05 a 

Lift on mng and tanks 
Lift on wx.ng alone c 

Extra lift due to tti + 

- 

Jw = 2.16 

E LT - = 0.067 
%v 

J& = 5.30 

2% x 1.15 

54.1° 

1.011 

4.47 

o.la6 

0.222 

" - 023 --. 0. 

EL - = 3.65* 
a 

.% 

5 
= 1.195** 

* Lift due to nose and tail effects is not 2ncluded, see section 4.1 

** Correct to nearest 0.005. 
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2Y/b 

0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 

::;5 
1.00 

S-b/2 
D/2 

0.100 
0.233 
0.367 
0.500 
0.667 
0.833 
0.900 
1.00 

I 

I 

, 
, 
, 

- 

TNBLE I (C&d)- 

Distribution of Extra Load due to Ta&s 

ZL 0 
- 52 = 3.05 (I) 
%?I a&- 

, 

1.273 3.88 

1.247 1.167 ;*;z 
1.018 3:07 
0.764 2.33 
c).555 1.69 
0.398 1.22 
0 0 

Ellxptical Wug 
(11 1 (2) 

1.137 3.89 0.01 
I.119 3.83 0.03 
I.072 3.66 0.10 
0.991 3.39 0.32 
0.875 2.99 0.66 
0.790 2.73 I.04 
0.768 2.63 1.41 
0.741 2.53 2.53 

0.669 2.29 
0.597 2.04 
0.534 q.a3 
0.475 1.62 
0.380 1.30 
0.267 0.94 
0.203 0.69 
0 0 

2.29 
2.04 
I.83 
4.62 

x 
0.69 
0 

Columns (I) and (3) are obtained from Figs. 17 ad 19. 
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FIG. l,2& 3 

FIG.1 WING WITH TIP-TANKS AND THE 
DOWNSTREAM VORTEX SURFACE. 

FIG.2 SECTION THROUGH THE VORTEX SURFACE 

- 
///////////////////,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,- (di)$e- PLANE 

FIG.3 PRINCIPAL STAGES IN THE 
CONFORMAL TRANSFOR,MATlONS. 
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FIG.7 THE 3 b - PLANE. 



FIG.8 HALF OF THE &-PLANE 

FIG.9 THE S4-P~A~~ 

FIG.11 THE &- PLANE 
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EXACT VALUE FOR INFINITELY LONG TANKS, 2Djb=0.3, 
BY TRANSFORMATION OF A PARALLEL FLOW 

APPROXIMATE VAle.UES FROM SU?ER- 

POSITION OF THE FLOWS AROYND 

05 SEPARATE CYIJNOERS 

FIG.12 THE ADDITIONAL INCIDENCE AOCT DUE TO FLOW 
AROUND THE TANKS. 
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SOME SPANWISE LOAO OISTRIBUTIONS ON THE WING 
WITH TANKS. 
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FIG. 17. INTERPOLATION CURVES FOR DETERMINING 
THE SPANWISE WING LOADING. 



FIG.18 
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FIG. 18. SOME SPANWISE LOAD 
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INTERPOLATION CURVES FOR DETERMINING THE 
SPANWISE LOAD DISTRIBUTION ON THE TANKS. 
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FlG.20. PLANFORMS AND WING LOADINGS FOR A 
59’ SWEPT WING, A = 3.61, WITH TANKS 
m/g o% BY AN APPROXIMATE METHOD 
UTILISING A CONSTANT VALUE ALONG 
SPAN OF THE SECTION LIFT- CURVE 
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FlG.21. PLANFORMS AND WING LOADINGS FOR A 
Sg” SWEPT WING, A= 3.61, WITH TANKS 2D/b= 0.15, 
BY A MORE PRECISE CALCULATION UTILISING 
VALUES OF THE SECTION LIFT-CURVE SLOPE, 
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FIG. 22 & 23. 

‘d . DIFFERENCE FROM 
ELLIPTICAL WING 
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FlG22e INCREMENTS IN WING LOAD DUE TO 
TANKS 2D/fj = 0.15 ON A 59’ SWEPT WING, 
A=3 #6l, BY THE APPROXIMATE AND MORE 

PRECISE CALCULATIONS. 
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FlG.23. DISTRIBUTIONS OF WING LOAD AND 
LIFT-COEFFICIENTS ON A STRAIGHT - 
TAPERED 59’ SWEPT WING, A= 3.61, WITH 
@iNo WiTHouT TiP-TANK% 20/b = o-15. 
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